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I SUNDAY 9th
Intended Voyage: St. Helier to Gorey

Distance: 6 miles

Weather: Sunny

Wind: Force 1 N.E.

Visibility: Excellent

I left St. Helier harbour at 5 p.m. near high tide and alternately sailed
and motored round to Gorey arriving at about 7 p:m'. There I carefully
prepared Drashig for sea as we intended to sail to Dielette on the
following day leaving at 4.h5 a.m. to catch the tide. It was therefore
essential that everything which could be prepared in advance should be:
it is difficult organising a boat in the dark! The sails were left on
the boom ready for instant hoisting.

While Paul and I exposed our magnificent bodies to the sunshine and to the
indifferent glances of the local women Peter was supposed to be preparing
Drashig for the following day's journey.

The beach at St. Helier is almost indistinguishable from similar stretches
of sand at Bridlington or Southport, its unique attraction being the castle
in the harbour and the rust-coloured DUCK which plied between it and the
foreshore, at one minute careering across the mud flats with the elegance
of a frantic land crab and the next wallowing and bubbling in the briny
like a motorised hippo.

We soon grew frustrated by the sand in our swimming trunks, the raucous
immediacy of "Status Quo" bursting from a casette tape-recorcer and the

uncontrollable vibrato of the Salvation Arnmy cornet player on the prom-

enade. Responding, therefore, once again to the urgent beckonings of our
stomachs we reclothed our tantilising masculinity and went off to censure
a very disappointing cream tea taken on same hotel patio.

We were not surprised to find that Peter had not kept the rendezvous at the
Tourist office but it was not until we had pleasantly passed the time of day
with a young lady from Manchester and her chaperone that we noticed the
little billet-doux pinned to the door, written in Peter's inimitable style,
caring little for orthodoxy of script or spelling, saying "Gone to Gory".
He omitted to make any reference to the fact that he had token with him the
only set of hotel keys we had.



In order to give Peter sufficient time to do whatever he had set out to do

in Gorey and to find his way back again we idledl our time over an Indian

treal, the only occasion during our cruise on which the overworked Chip did

not figure in one of its international guises.

A rendevous was finally made with Peter that evening. My companions

decided to spend their time "hopping" and calculated their individual

shares of the feminine prizes whiclh were expected to fall willing prey

before their urgent masculinity. I went to bed.

M 0 N D A Y 10th

Intended Voyage: Gorey to Dielette

Distance: 22 miles

Course: 220

Weather: Slight mist

Wind: Force 3 E.

Sea: Small Waves

Drashig slipped out of harbour at 4.45 a.m. into the blackness of the sea.

For 15 minutes we headed directly out to sea to avoid all inshore rocks,

then turned onto our course northward. St. Catherine's Point light could

be clearly seen warning us of the presence of land. By 5.45 a.m. a dull

grey light began to steal over the sea and we were able to see the rocks of

the Ecrehou on our starfdoazd bow and those of the Dirouille to port indicating

that the principal navigational hazards of the voyage had been passed.

As it became lighter the wind became E.N.E. Force 4. Visibility was moderate

to poor and the sky overcast. We were sailing close-hauled and just making

our course which had not in fact allowed for tidal drift. By 8.45 a.m. I

calculated that we should be about 4 - 6 miles to seaward of Flamanville Head.

We went about and headed in towards where we knew the coast of France to be.

At 9.00 a.m. Flamanville Head appeared. A long beat up to Dielette followed.,

our bbJective lying directly to windward. We arrived at 10.47 a.m.

Dielette is a tiny harbour which dries out almost completely at low tide

Drashig had to be moored at the steps furthese from the harbour entrance.

Our stay in Dielette was to be very short as we were only waiting for the

tide to turn before going on to Alderney. Over lunch at the excellent Frencht

restaurant we discussed the proposed afternoon's trip, studied our charts

and plotted courses and times. We decided that we were a little disturbed



by the annotations on the charts reading "Heavy overfalls", "Occasionally

breaks" and "Inner Race rock". We were also not too happy at the thought

of currents of up to 7 knots battling against Force 5 winds. We revised

our idlease and decided instead on Goury which is a tiny harbour 1 mile south

east of the Cap la Hague lighthouse on the very tip of the Cherbourg

peninsula and which would make a good jumping-off point for England.

Voyage: Dielette to Goury

Distance: 11 miles

Weather: Sunny, visibility excellent

Wind: Force 4 - 5

Sea:, Small choppy waves in lee of shore.

We left harbour at 4.45 p.m. and creamed across the bay on a broad reach

arriving at Nez de Jobourg at 6.00 p.m. Here the sea became very unpleasant

as we came into the influence of the Race. Areas- of smooth, swirling, oily

water alternated with small well-defined patches where waves ran up to 7feet

in height causing much alarm and despondency amoung the crew! A constant

battle had to be wage3 against alternately favourable and adverse eddies

which threatened to carry us onto rocks as we crept up the coast as close

inshore as we dared, occasionally only a matter of yards. I was determined

that we should not be swept past Goury and into the Channel. By 7.30 we

reached Goury and had beached Drashig in the tiny harbour on a shingle beach.

That night we pitched our tent, prepared supper and turned in early as we

were both exhausted after a long day and the morrow presented the prospect of

even greater tribulations for the return journey to Weymo-tuth........

In view of the distance involved and the various permutations of routes

available to us for our journey back to Weymouth we had not really decided

which way to go until Sunday - at least as far as the first stage was concernii.-

I do not think that Paul was too pleased at being disturbed at 4.00 a.m. as his

two shipmates prepared to leave him to pay the hotel bill and take the ferry

back to the motherland, but the arrangement had been agreed and with

felicitations all round for safe and speedy journeys we went our separate

ways, Paul back to sleep and Peter and I to Gorey by taxi.

It was, of course, still pitch black when we arrived but Gorey harbour was

sufficiently well lit for us to make the few final arrangements before Drashig

was slinking out between the red and green lights of the harbour entrance. As



we plunged into the gloom scattered with spinning pinpoints of phosphorescence

I was given strict instructions not to lose the night sight I had acquired

by staring into the darkness ahead of me in vigilant search for navigational

hazards!

Peter's course had been set to take us right through a gap in the notorious

Ecrehou rocks and had estimated that we should find ourselves in the wreck-

littered area shortly after daybreak. We trusted Fate therefore not to hasten I

our passage beyond the range of our calculations.

An unspectacular dawn stole across the cloud-smudged sky. A few minutes after

we had realised that we had seen all we were going to see of the sunrise we

sighted Ecrehou and discovered that we were passing through the gap as

calculated.

The beat up the French coast to Dielette was long, slow and wet and it was not

until mid-morning that we were passing under the quarry cableway and rounding

into the tiny fishing harbour. Sandwiching Drashig amidst a clutter of fishing

boats we tied up to the steps in the harbour wall, a source of quiet amusement

to the bored Frenchmen who greeted us with smiling indifference.

We lunched at the Hotel de Commerce. In the cluttered corner shop atmosphere

of the reception/newsagent/post-office surrounded by magazines, infant piiiba.1i

wizards and an aging alsation we were served with two black coffees and sat dow!

to decide whether to go on to Alderney or further up the French coast to Goury.

The discussion was continued in the dining room whilst ascertaining, by a

process of trial and error which of the multicoloured viscera in the crab we

were tackling were edible, a task I feel we may have hurried a little upon

noticing a fellow diner still delving into the crevices of his crustacean

while we were apooning up our mousse au chocolat and creme caramel. It grieves

me to relate that the succulent French steak was served with a disillusioning

mound of pommes frites.

IWe paid for our meal, wrote one or two postcards and took a nap on the grassy

foreshore and it was then that we discovered the purpose of the three-sided

concrete edifice erected there, or at least the use to which it was put for the

relief of the local male population......

We left Dielette in the late afternoon having decided to make for Goury on the

tip if the Cherbourg Peninsula. With the favour.: l. Knds and the recent

abandonment of our thii - w member our ttis se_.• i_. -o bky Was the best saili'.-



we_had had so far. The sea conditions at the point ot the peninsula were,

however, not as pleasant. At ore moment we were amongst waves of 6 or 7 feet

and the next cutting through patches of swirling eddies.

The current threatened to sweep us past Goury harbour and into the Race as we

headed in towards the coast and the effect of the drift was startingly

apparent as the harbour entrance slipped further and further away from us.

Only by going about several times, often within inches of the rocks which

surrounded us, were we able to gradually slip into the harbour while battling

against the difficult currents.

Goury is virtually uninhabited, its main building being a life boat station

of odd hexagonal design, a grim reminder of the treacherous seas in that area.

As we pulled Drashig onto the pebbles alongside a black barrel-shaped fishing

boat bearing an over-optimistic tI04 vendre" sign, we were greeted by the

sounding of horns as a welcoming committee of Peugeots, Renaults and Citroens

drew up. Preparing to be garlanded by buxom Brettone maidens I licked back

nm forlock and waited, only to be disappointed as the occupants bounded out of I

their vehicles and into the vtlvet-seated,candlelit single-decker bus

displaying in prominent letter5 the name "Le Grillbus" for what appeared to be

a wedding reception. Our arrival thu.s unacknowledged we set to unloading
o

the boat and pitching the tent trusting ourselves once again to its senescent

car,vas. I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It was a beautiful clear night and the water in the harbour glassy smootlh.

We arranged our bizarre selection of equipment into some semblance of order a.u:

reluctant to offend the patrons of the Grillbus with our salt caked sea

smelling bodies settled down to a tin of soup fo^r our supper.

We took to our beds almost as soon as it was dark and with the tent occupied

only by the number for which it was designed I spent a night of comfort, imy

wonted squirmings restrained now only by the confines of my sleeping-bag .......

T U E S'D A Y llth°

Voyage: Goury to Weymouth
Distance: 58.miles
Course: 354
Weather: Visibility excellent
Wind: Force 5E.
Sea: Moderate to rough.

We rose at 5.30, listened to the 6.30 shipping forecast which was ideal, ate



breakfast of tomato soup and hamburgers and filled the thennos with Scotch

broth. With a prospective passage through the Race of Alderney at a peak

N.E. tide of 7 knots against a force 5 wind conditions were going to be a

little rough. Tent poles, pegs, frying pan, cans of lager and a flagon of

cider were therefore all jettisoned along with sundry other weighty and non-

essential items. All the heavy gear, outboard motor, tent etc., was stowed

in the .after hatch while the light gear, spare clothes and sleeping bags,

was stowed in the forehatch. This arrangement was designed to improve Drashigs

riding ability over the waves as she has a tendency to dip her bows occasional':'

The spray dodger was attached and the Enterprise sails hoist. All spare gear,

paddles, anchors, etc., were lashed doubly secure.

At 7.00 a.m. we left the protection of Goury harbour and out into the Race.

A stretch of smooth water led us to the point where the sea could be seen

boiling and foaming. We approached almost on the plane in the fresh breeze.

Then into waves some 6 or 7 feet high which tossed us hither and thither.

Fortunately, the waves in the Race were coming from only two directions makindg

them a little easier to handle! After about half an hour two monster waves

swtept down on us one of which almost swamped Drashig. Tory freed off the jib

sheet and let it flap, seized a bucket and started bQiling frantically. We

had at least six inches of water in Drashig and she handled like a cow, the

bows seldor more than two inches above water level. It was all a little

disturbing. However, in another 4 hour we were clear of all the worst of the

Race and were able to clip the compass in position and set course for Weymouth.

The sea conditions were now exhilarating as we surfed down every other wave

with the crashing sound one associates with speedboats. At 10.00 a.m. France

vanished. At 1.00 p.m. land was sighted. England! At 3.00 Portland Bill was

sighted and identified, bearing 3200. We altered course to 3440.

We arrived in Weymouth at 5.00 p.m. tired but delighted. We had covered 58 mi 

in 10 hours and averaged just under 6 knots. Weymouth Yacht Club were again

very helpful and the drink and chat in the bar were very much appreciated.

The long drive home was uneventful and the monotony was relieved by the

tremendous sense of achievement we both felt .........

It was a perfect morning for sailing. Breakfast was a rather haphazard affair

with left-over rations forming the basis of our nutrition for the day.

Hamburgers in a tin were not something I had ever heard of but Peter's mother

somehow managed to fill that gap in mr experience. They neither looked nor



smelled particularly appetising as they fizzled in our frying pan their

noisome vapour choking the morning air. Our taste buds soon confirmed the

opinion of their fellow senses. The disappearance of one of the offending

patties whilst our gaze was averted was greeted with relieved surprise but

try as we may the trick would not, unfortunately, repeat itself, the hungry

mongrel responsible having probably crept away to die after the first

larcenous mouthful. The meat course (if analysis were to have granted it the

benefit of that constituent) was supplemented by cups of bubbling tomato soup

which only a stomach of asbestos could have withstood. Disliking tomato soup

at the best of times the contents of my cup joined the hamburger in the briny.

Gratified by the predictions of the 6.30 a.m. shipping forecast we prepared te

strike camp, dismantling the tent poles and pegs and depositing them, along

with the defunct frying pan, in the restaurant's dustbin. A flagon of cider

and several cans of lager were, in a fit of unwonted generosity, left on a

fishing boat for whomsoever cared to partake of them. With a rough time in the

Alderney Race expected, by Peter at least, all unnecessary ballast was

jettisoned and the equipment in the boat redistributed. Drashig had already

demonstrated, when heavily laden, a tendency to barge through waves whichl had

not possessed the courtesy to roll aside and let her through.

While Peter occupied himself with the last minute preparations to the boat I

attended to a more urgent personal need in the prickly seclusion of a bush on

the foreshore.

We struck camp at about 7.00 a.m. (my watch had not improved upon its earlier

inaccuracies) with the only other living soul rubbing down a magnificently

ugly fishing boat in the harbour.

The harbour entrance was cleared arith considerably less difficulty than that

with which it had been breached the night before and after about 20 minutes

we had passed well clear of the point and were some way from land. The white

horses in the distance looked hanrless enough from where we were, but as we

approached there was an abrupt and startling change in the nature of the seas.

The waves began to mount from at one moment smooth the next mountainous

stretches of water and from a small boat with the guiwales barely 20 inches abot

the level of the sea the waves looked enonnous.



Coming from two different directions the waves were difficult to approach

correctly while still trying to maintain some kind of compass course.

Drashig, in spite of the redeployment of weight, would occasionally batter

her way through a particularly obstreperous wave, but for the opening ¶
minutes of her first encounter with the Race of Alderney she seemed

generally to take the conditions well.

After a while, however, it became apparent that the situation was changing.

The smooth patches of sea began to rise beneath the boat lifting her 8 or

9 feet above the surrounding water and suspenrding her across the top of the

wave with the rudder flapping idly in the breeze. From this precarious

position she would lurch forward from the top of the crest into the trough

beneath either gliding down the back of the wave or plunging down in a noisy

and undignified belly-flop. At one moment we would be perched on top of a

wave where we could peer over the side of the boat and down into the dark

foaming chasm below, but just as suddenly the positions would be reversed

and we would find ourselves in the trough with a translucent green wall of

water on either side of us.

At first the going was no more than exciting but we did not have long to

wait before we were viewing the boiling seas with a little more apprehension.

Peter's quiet composure was almost tiresome to an erstwhile landlubber who

was being advised to choose a more opportune moment for falling overboard,

if I had to, as he would not, in the circumstances, be able to turn round

and.pick me up! My grip on the jib sheet tightened.

By some quirk of chance we both looked to starboard at the same moment and

there we saw the birth of a monster wave. We each uttered our own

cherished invective and watched as the sea curled up over the boat and broke

some 12 feet above us. With water lapping about six inches above the deck

boards Drashig had the manoeuvrability of a land ironclad and only a brief

examination was needed for us to establish that we had shipped a great deal

of water. With an almost perturbing non-chaleur Peter noted that it would

be a good opportunity to start bailing. I was very much to the point in nm

prayer for protection before letting go of the jib sheet and grabbing the

red plastic bucket. Wielding this I scooped overboard as much water as I

could, extricating myself after each effort from the tangle of string

connecting boat and bucket. With one wave beating down on my back for every

two bucketsful of briry I managed to eject I began to feel that my endeavours



were doomed to failure. The self bailer was not proving very useful in

these conditions and so the gallant crew of Drashig were compelled to

put to proof the adeage that there is no better bailer than a frightened

man with a bucket.

After what may have turned out to be a lifetime the seas gradually became

less and less imposing and, discharged of my task, I returned to my jib

sheet with a faltering belief in Divine Providence significantly stabilised.

Once out of the Race we reset course from the -information given on our chart

of the Channel Islands. (We had discovered a day or two before that our

Cross-Channel chart, which on the wet outward voyage had suffered badly and i

resolved itself into several of its constituent section, had been left under

the boat in Alderney to dry out and had not been retrieved when we left the

island!)

After the tension of the last hour we were able to sit back, dry out and

enjoy the sailing. Unfortunately, with the jib sheet slipping in its jamming

cleat the crew was unable to idle his time quite as he would have wished.

We lost sight of the French coast after having been sailing for about four

hours and by a process of elementary mathematics I estimated that we would

sight England from a similar distance out and at about 2 p.m. After denigratini

mu arithmetical aptitude Peter lay down and promptly went to sleep in the sun

while I munched one of the last of the batch of non-toxic digestive biscuits.

The helmsman's next few hours were spent in final appreciation of the sea, sUI

and sky and in conjuring whatever he could in the way of colourful thoughts.

At about 1 o'clock, awakened no doubt by a lunchtime message from his stomach,

Peter arose, looked unsurprised to observe that I had not in fact fallen over-

board during his nap and, squinting into the distance, announced that he had

sighted land. The binoculars confirmed that the sighting was not the product

of a fevered mind and established the validity of my much naligned calculations,

We were not then able to identify precisely which part of the mother country

was in view but a few hours and half a flask of scotch broth later we

recognised Portland Bill. The land we had first sighted was St. Albans Head

but the currents were, as expected, taking us westward in the direction we

wished to follow.

As we made our way towards the harbour it appeared from the amount of activity



going on there that perhaps the Navy had taken an interest in our arrival.

Four naval vessels filed proudly past us, their passage accompanied by the

sound of gunnery practice at Thiilwovth Cove. Althonigh I appreciated that

the chaps in navy blue would not Iknowingly assume that we were a target vessel

yet I did not cherish the prospect of our epic endeavour terminating in an

abrupt flash and half a ton of flossam and jetsam. Fortunately the waters

about us showed none of the explosive signs of a sighting shot and by 4.30 pmn.

we were polishing off the last of the soup and passing between naval vessels

displaying an alarming unpredictability of movement. The stink buouy and sepia

waters of the harbour mouth welcomed us to Weymouth and half an hour laLel w.Q

were pulling Drashig out of the water amidst abandoned car seats and orange

boxes.

After spending an hour or two tidying up the boat and drinking with some of

the club members we left Weymouth Sailing Club and started on the journey

back to Barcombe with a rumbling in the stomach reminding us that the sonp

and biscuits are not really sufficient to keep body and soul together. A

pub supper of the inevitable scampi and chips quelled the muinurs and at

midnight we arrived back at Peter's home two older, wiser and lighter men.......



E P I L O G U E

While everything had not gone quite according to plan yet we had in fact

visited all the places we had intended. We were perhaps fortunate to have had

such good conditions for most of the cruise. Only during the first 24 hours

were we faced with positively adverse conditions. Fog was the one problem that

we were not equipped to deal with and I think we were lucky to have arrived off

Alderney so accurately that we were able to pick up the sound of the fog horn.

I had considered buying a R.D.F. but had been put off by the cost. I think it

would have been a worthwhile investment.

In spite of all this I feel that we carried all the equipment that we could

be expected to need. Gimbled stoves are I think an unnecessary refinement

unless one plans to sleep aboard! It might have been prudent to have carried

a spare tiller and rudder but I felt that in an emergency an oar could be

used as a substitute and a spare tiller made up at our next port of call.

Our voyage was cruising at its best; fair weather, fair winds, short journeys

and friendly harbours. I can strongly recommend the Channel Islands as a

cruising ground but with one reservation; it is probably better to take one's

boat across on the ferry and then start cruising! The cross-channel cruise

is only for the enthusiast ......

P O S T S C R I P T

P H E W ! !

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



S TAT 1 S T I C S

Date Voyage Wind Distance Time Speed Comments
N.M. Hrs. N.M./H

2.9.73 Weymouth to Braye 4 - 5 SW 57 15 3.8 Close reac:-
3.9.73 Off Braye 1 - 2 SW 6.30 Anchored

Into Braye 1 - 2 SW 3 2.30 1.26 Beat
4.9.73 Briaye to St.Peter Port 3 NE 22 4.4O 4.7 Run
7.9.73 St. Peter Port to Sark 3 - 4 NE 7 1.30 4.7 Close reach-
8.9.73 Sark to St. Helier 4 - 5 NE 22 4.30 4.9 Reach/beat
9.9.73 St. Helier to Gorey 1 - 2 NE 6 2.00 3.0 Mctor

Assisted

10.9.73 Gorey to Dielette 3 - 4 NE 22 6.00 3.7 Close haule-
Dielette to Goury 4 - 5 E 11.5 2.45 4.2 Broad reacf

11.9.73 Goury to Weymouth 4 - 5 NE 58 10.00 5.8 Broad reacf

TOTALS 208.5 55.41 3.7 knots overall

4.2 knots while
under way

Total Distance: 208.5 N.M.
Time at Sea: 55 hours 41 minutes
Average speed made good: 3.7 knots
Average speed under way: 4.2 knots
Best speed: 5.8 knots
Average distance per day: 21 N.M.

INOTE: All inter island cruises were undertaken at the most favourable state of the tiUt

E Q U I P M E N T

1 Wayfarer Mainsail
1 Gernoa
1 Enterprise mainsail
1 Enterprise jib
4 battons
1 Outboard Motor (British Seagull)
Pair 7'6" Oars
1 Paddle
5 lb. anchor and 50' warp on reel

18 lb. anchor and 200' warp on reel
1 Sea anchor, canvas, 24" opening
1 Canvas spray dodger
1 Holts flexible pump
1 Steering compass (mounted on thwart)
1 Hand bearing compass
1 Canvas boat cover and boom crutches
2 Large plastic buckets
1 Main sheet jamming cleat
1 Self bailer
2 Torches
1 Inflatable life jacket
2 Non-inflatable life jackets.

Sundry spares, repair tools, materials, flares, binoculars, charts,
Channel Pilot book, simple navigational instruments, camping equipment including ten!,.
gas stove, sleeping bags, lilo, navigation light, radio, thermos, food, biscuits,
courtesy flag, 2 gallons water.


